AppCurity’s Managed Services
A scalable, cost-effective model helps you maintain a proactive security posture
At AppCurity, we believe that our security-as-a-service model provides organizations of all sizes and markets the flexibility, scalability and cost
effectiveness to secure the applications that power your business.

On-demand testing
AppCurity’s on-demand, cloud-based platform provides you a portal to easily schedule tests and change the schedule or depth of any test. This
empowers you to address changing business requirements, adapt to agile development cycles, and respond to evolving threats. You can readily
access results, associated remediation guidance and aggregate data about broader testing activity.

Flexibility
AppCurity provides the deepest roster of available testing, extending managed service to common requirements such as mobile testing, network
penetration testing and source code review. Testing is further delineated by test depth, empowering your organization to match test depth with
the risk profile of each application.

Elastic capacity
Organizations that test in-house are immediately constrained by the staff capacity. But factors such as the testing demands of agile development
cycles conspire to create uneven, non-linear demand. AppCurity’s managed services approach provides your organization access to the testing
capacity it needs, when it needs it.

Higher fidelity
Practice makes proficient. AppCurity runs thousands of tests a year and assimilates the experience and expertise gained from these tests into our
managed services. Our clients tell us that they get testing of much higher fidelity from AppCurity—even when they use the same set of testing tools
we employ.

Access to security experts
AppCurity’s managed services approach provides your organization invaluable access to knowledgeable AppCurity experts. These experts provide
critical remediation guidance to your team, empowering them to fix what is found in the testing process.
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AppCurity services available through our managed services plan
Web Application Testing
Mobile Application Testing
Application Penetration Testing
Network Penetration Testing

Dynamic scanning, automated and manual ethical hacks to identify and remove security vulnerabilities. All tests can be run
against production applications or against a development (QA) environment.

Security scans and custom tests specifically for mobile apps, with expert guidance on how to keep them secure.

The latest dynamic analysis strategies to find flaws lurking in your server-side applications.

Pen tests to identify and remove vulnerabilities in firewalls, routers, operating systems and visible IP services.

Security Architecture Survey

Design analysis to address any errors in configuration, authentication controls and access management.

Source Code Review

Static analysis with automated and manual techniques to find and fix bugs in pre-production environments.

Remediation Help Desk

Direct access to software security experts to help you remove bugs and resolve flaws.

Easy-to-navigate, always-on portal for a single point of access
Use our AppCurity portal to track work requested and completed, share results between our team and yours,
as well as across your internal departments.

The AppCurity Difference
AppCurity is a leader in application and software security. We go beyond traditional testing services to help organizations find, fix and prevent
vulnerabilities in the applications that power their business.
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